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Wherever I go on our planet, I observe humanity being in the grip of a large-scale selfdeception. We are usually quick in laughing about the foolishness of certain ideas as long as they
are far removed in time and place, we look back at misguided cultural beliefs of bygone times or
remote locations and feel pity as long as they no longer affect us. We only feel indignation and
anger when we still have to deal with the consequences. As I see it, by now, it is imperative to
‘seek out and fight against the insidious ideas of the present’, not just of the past.1 When people
say: ‘Germans ought to have stood up against Hitler!’ and ‘How come so many Germans said
they did not know about the concentration camps! How could they be so blind!’ my answer is:
‘If we look back in history, and we are horrified by the blindness of Germans under Hitler —
rightly so! — should we then not do our utmost to avoid being blind today? How can we point at
the blindness of yesterday with indignation, while overlooking our blindness of today?’
Terms such as ‘poverty’ and ‘inequality’ are no longer adequate, observes also Saskia Sassen,
a scholar of globalisation and migration, ‘While the visible narrative is one of progress and
growing wealth, much of the tragedies are invisible: the expulsion of entire populations from
their living spaces and unspoilt nature itself’.2 The new invading weapon is not banking; it is
finance ‘extracting value from very modest assets’.3 ‘Why we should bulldoze the business
school’, is the catch title of an article in 2018.4
Indeed, I witness everywhere on this planet how societies and their members are first being
lured into money systems only to see these systems being tweaked at the next turn by small elites
who exploit the rest. People are hooked when they start to associate dignity with wealth and
wealth with money. They are hooked when they agree to express all details of life in terms of
market pricing as if it were a law of nature, when there are only ‘customers of services’, no
‘passengers’ anymore in trains or planes, no ‘students’, no ‘patients’, only ‘clients’. They are
hooked when they categorise indigenous peoples who live without money and off wild food as
‘poor’.5 They are hooked when they regard the commons of this world, its social and ecological
resources, as business opportunities.6 They are hooked when they agree to replace direct
solidarity with money-based contracts, when they turn fellow human beings into mere contract
holders and stakeholders.7
As soon as an entire community is hooked, its members have no choice anymore but to elbow
their way through life to protect their contracts — spitze Ellenbogen is the literal German
expression, or spisse elbuer in Norwegian — because going through life with open arms would
be utterly foolish in a world where exploiters lurk from all sides. When dignity is money, and
money is a commodity that can be accumulated — together with other ‘false commodities’ such
as land and labour8 — trust is a weakness, trust is foolish naïvité. Holding hands in loving

solidarity is ill-advised in a world that is filled with tricksters and manipulators who aim at
exploiting those who dare believe that dignity is something that can be realised through mutual
care and solidarity. Dignity-as-money turns the world cold like a refrigerator, emptying it of all
loving warmth.
In this situation, as I see it, societies who wish to be sustainable, need to turn their attention to
what Fiske describes as the most comprehensive model of collaboration, namely, communal
sharing. They need to stop allowing the narrowest model of social interaction, namely, market
pricing, to continue hollowing out social and ecological resources. They need to become aware
that the market-pricing model, even though it is hailed as a path to freedom, may create the
opposite. A culture of ranked honour — the opposite of equal dignity — is the result when
consumption offers effortlessly quantifiable stepping stones to higher rank, while quality of life
attained through wisdom, knowledge, and the loving nurturing of relationships falls by the
wayside. Defenders of neo-liberalism contend that it aims to liberate the individual from bondage
in a collective, and that it will put contractual freedom in the place of inherited status.9 While
liberation from bondage is a laudable goal, if the result is just another kind of bondage, namely,
contractual bondage, the goal is missed. As it stands now, atomised individualism has replaced
traditional community solidarity and has brought back inherited bondage by way of contractual
bondage. In the United States, whole families are being bonded, bearing the burden that society
as a whole ought to shoulder.10
In the face of rising contractual bondage, increasingly, I meet people who acknowledge that
the status-quo is unacceptable and has to be transcended. New arrangements need to be tested
and implemented if we wish to create a decent world, a world, where individuals connect in
solidarity and free of bondage. Equal dignity, as I see it, can only emerge in contexts of
communal sharing, in combination with the nurturing version of authority ranking. Equal dignity
cannot be sustained in exploitative systems, it can only thrive in contexts that protect quality
from being overly quantified, in the spirit of what political economist Karl Polanyi called the
substantivist model of economy in contrast to the formalist model.11 The task at hand, for
humanity, is to exit from the grip of an exploitative system and define dignity and wealth as
responsible solidarity and care, care for each other as members of a global human family, and
care for our planet in connectedness and compassion.12 Direct solidarity waits to be nurtured and
prioritised wherever possible, while money-based contracts need to be used as little as possible.
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